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Abstract
In this paper, using a result of F.T. Farrell, we reformulate the Davis formula for the coho-
mology of a Coxeter group, and we study the problem as to when the ith cohomology of a
Coxeter group is 5nitely generated. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
The purpose of this paper is to study the cohomology of a Coxeter group. A Coxeter
group is a group W having a presentation
〈S | (st)m(s; t) = 1 for s; t ∈ S〉;
where S is a 5nite set and m : S×S → N∪{∞} is a function satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) m(s; t) = m(t; s) for all s; t ∈ S,
(2) m(s; s) = 1 for all s ∈ S, and
(3) m(s; t) ≥ 2 for all s = t ∈ S.
The pair (W; S) is called a Coxeter system. By condition (2), we see that s is an
involution (i.e., s2 = 1) for every s ∈ S.
Let (W; S) be a Coxeter system. For a subset T ⊂ S, WT is de5ned as the subgroup of
W generated by T , and called a parabolic subgroup. It is known that the pair (WT ; T )
is also a Coxeter system [1]. If T is the empty set, then WT is the trivial group.
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Let Sf(W; S) be the family of subsets T of S such that WT is 5nite. We note that
the empty set is a member of Sf(W; S). We de5ne a simplicial complex L(W; S) by
the following conditions:
(1) the vertex set of L(W; S) is S, and
(2) for each nonempty subset T of S, T spans a simplex of L(W; S) if and only if
T ∈Sf(W; S).
For each nonempty subset T of S, L(WT ; T ) is a subcomplex of L(W; S). Throughout
this paper, (W; S) denotes a Coxeter system and Sf(W; S), L(W; S) and L(WT ; T ) are
abbreviated to Sf, L and LT , respectively.
Let (W; S) be a Coxeter system. We de5ne K as the simplicial cone over the barycen-
tric subdivision sd L of L = L(W; S). For each s ∈ S, the closed star of s in sd L is
denoted by Ks. The closed star Ks is a subcomplex of K . For each nonempty subset





We note that KT has the same homotopy type as LT .
For each w ∈ W , we de5ne a subset S(w) of S as
S(w):={s ∈ S | ‘(ws)¡‘(w)};
where ‘(w) is the minimum length of word in S which represents w. For each subset
T of S, we de5ne the following subsets of W :
AT :={w ∈ W | ‘(wt)¿‘(w); for all t ∈ T}= {w ∈ W |T ⊂ S \ S(w)};
CT :={w ∈ W | ‘(wt)¡‘(w); for all t ∈ T}= {w ∈ W |T ⊂ S(w)};
W T :={w ∈ W | S(w) = T}= CT ∩ AS\T :
In [5], Davis gave the following formula.
Theorem 1.1 (Davis [5]). For a torsion-free subgroup  of 4nite index in W; there




(Z(WT )⊗ H∗(K; KS\T ));
where Z(WT ) is the free abelian group on WT .
Since K is contractible and KS\T has the same homotopy type as LS\T , the formula




(Z(WT )⊗ H˜∗−1(LS\T ));
where H˜
∗
denotes the reduced cohomology. By this formula, Hi(;Z) is in5nitely
generated (as abelian group) if and only if there exists T ∈Sf such that H˜ i−1(LS\T )
is nonzero and WT is in5nite.
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After some preliminaries in Section 2, we show that there exists a unique subset
S˜ ⊂ S such that, for a member T ∈ Sf, if LS\T is not acyclic and WT is 5nite, then
T = S \ S˜, in Section 3.












Since H∗(W ;ZW ) ∼= H∗(;Z), this formula implies that the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) Hi(W ;ZW ) is 5nitely generated;
(ii) Hi(W ;ZW ) is isomorphic to H˜ i−1(LS˜);
(iii) H˜
i−1
(LU ) = 0 for every proper subset U of S˜ such that WS\U is 5nite.
2. Lemmas on Coxeter groups
In this section, we prove some lemmas for Coxeter groups which are used later.
Let (W; S) be a Coxeter system and Sf, S(w), AT , CT and WT denote the sets
de5ned in Section 1.
Lemma 2.1 (Bourbaki [1] and Davis [5]).
(i) S(w) is empty if and only if w = 1; i.e.; W ∅ = {1}.
(ii) For each w ∈ W and s ∈ S; ‘(ws) equals either ‘(w)+1 or ‘(w)− 1; and ‘(sw)
also equals either ‘(w) + 1 or ‘(w)− 1.
(iii) For each T ⊂ S and w ∈ WT ; ‘T (w) = ‘(w); where ‘T (w) is the length of w in
WT .
(iv) Let T ⊂ S; w ∈ WT and s ∈ S \ T . Then ‘(ws) = ‘(sw) = ‘(w) + 1.
Lemma 2.2 (Davis [5, Lemma 1:3]). Suppose that w ∈ W and T ⊂ S. Then there
exists a unique element of shortest length in the coset wWT . Moreover; the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) w is the element of shortest length in the coset wWT ;
(ii) w ∈ AT ;
(iii) ‘(wu) = ‘(w) + ‘(u) for each u ∈ WT .
Lemma 2.3 (Davis [5, Lemma 1:4]). Suppose that T ∈ Sf. Then there exists a
unique element wT in WT of longest length. Moreover;
(i) wT is an involution; i.e.; (wT )2 = 1.
(ii) For each x ∈ WT ; x = wT if and only if S(x) = T .
(iii) For each x ∈ WT ; ‘(wTx) = ‘(wT )− ‘(x).
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Lemma 2.4 (Davis [5, Lemma 1:6]). Suppose that T ∈ Sf and w ∈ W . Then there
exists a unique element of longest length in wWT . Moreover; the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) w is the element of longest length in wWT ;
(ii) w = uwT for some u ∈ AT ; where wT is the element of longest length in WT ;
(iii) T ⊂ S(w).
Lemma 2.5 (cf. Davis [5, Lemma 1:10]). Suppose that T ∈ Sf. Then WT is a sin-
gleton if and only if W decomposes as the direct product: W =WS\T ×WT .
Proof. The “only if ” part was proved by Davis [5, Lemma 1:10]. We prove the “if ”
part.
Suppose that W decomposes as the direct product: W =WS\T ×WT . Let wT be the
element of longest length in WT . By Lemma 2.3(ii), S(wT ) = T , i.e., wT ∈ WT . We
show that WT = {wT}.
Let w ∈ WT . Then S(w)=T by de5nition. Applying Lemma 2.4, we see that w=uwT
for some u ∈ AT . Suppose that u = 1. Then there exists s ∈ S(u) by Lemma 2.1 (i).
Since u ∈ AT , ‘(ut)¿‘(u) for each t ∈ T . On the other hand, ‘(us)¡‘(u), since
s ∈ S(u). Thus s ∈ S \ T ⊂WS\T . Since W =WS\T ×WT , wTs= swT . Hence,
‘(ws) = ‘(uwT s) = ‘(uswT ) ≤ ‘(us) + ‘(wT )¡‘(u) + ‘(wT ) = ‘(uwT ) = ‘(w);
where the equality ‘(u)+‘(wT )=‘(uwT ) follows from Lemma 2.2(iii). Thus, we have
that s ∈ S(w). Hence s ∈ S(w)= T , since w ∈ WT . This contradicts the fact s ∈ S \ T .
Thus u= 1 and w = wT . Therefore WT = {wT}, i.e., WT is a singleton.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that T ∈Sf. Then;
(i) CT = ATwT .
(ii) WT = CT ∩ AS\T .
(iii) If W is in4nite; then CT is in4nite.
(iv) (WS′)T ⊂WT for each subset S ′ of S containing T .
Proof. (i) By the de5nition of CT and Lemma 2.4, we have
CT = {w ∈ W |T ⊂ S(w)}= ATwT :
(ii) By the de5nition of AS\T ,
AS\T = {w ∈ W | S \ T ⊂ S \ S(w)}
= {w ∈ W | S(w)⊂T}:
Hence,
WT = {w ∈ W | S(w) = T}
= {w ∈ W |T ⊂ S(w)} ∩ {w ∈ W | S(w)⊂T}
=CT ∩ AS\T :
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(iii) We note that CT is not empty because wT ∈ CT . Suppose that W is in5nite.
Then for each w ∈ CT there exists s ∈ S such that ‘(sw) = ‘(w) + 1. Since w ∈ CT ,
‘(swt) ≤ 1+ ‘(wt)¡ 1+ ‘(w) = ‘(sw) for each t ∈ T . Hence sw ∈ CT . Thus there is
no element of longest length in CT . Hence CT is in5nite.
(iv) Let w ∈ (WS′)T . Then T =S ′(w)={s ∈ S ′ | ‘S′(ws)¡‘S′(w)}, where the length
‘S′(w) of w in WS′ is equal to ‘(w) by Lemma 2.1(iii). Hence,
T = S ′(w) = {s ∈ S ′ | ‘(ws)¡‘(w)}= S(w) ∩ S ′:
Thus, we have that T ⊂ S(w). To prove the reverse inclusion S(w)⊂T , we show that
S \ T ⊂ S \ S(w). Let s ∈ S \ T . If s ∈ S ′, then ‘(ws)¿‘(w) because s ∈ T = S ′(w).
If s ∈ S ′, then ‘(ws)¿‘(w) by Lemma 2.1(iv) because w ∈ WS′ and s ∈ S \ S ′. In
either case, ‘(ws)¿‘(w), i.e., s ∈ S \S(w). Hence S \T ⊂ S \S(w), that is, S(w)⊂T .
Thus, we have that S(w) = T and w ∈ WT . Therefore (WS′)T ⊂WT .
Lemma 2.7. Let t0 ∈ S. If W {t0} and WS\{t0} are 4nite; then W is 4nite.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(i), we have
W {t0} = {w ∈ W | S(w) = {t0}}
= {w ∈ W | S(w)⊂{t0}} \ {w ∈ W | S(w) = ∅}
= AS\{t0} \ {1}:
Since W {t0} is 5nite, AS\{t0} is 5nite. Hence CS\{t0} is 5nite because CS\{t0} =
AS\{t0}wS\{t0} by S \ {t0} ∈ Sf and Lemma 2.6(i). Thus W is 5nite by Lemma
2.6(iii).
Lemma 2.8. Let T ∈Sf; t0 ∈ T and S0:=(S \ T ) ∪ {t0}. Then (WS0 ){t0}t0wT ⊂WT .
Proof. It is suJcient to show that S(wt0wT )=T for each w ∈ (WS0 ){t0} by the de5nition
of WT . Let w ∈ (WS0 ){t0}.
First, we show that T ⊂ S(wt0wT ). We note that T ⊂ S(wt0wT ) if and only if wt0 ∈
AT (i.e., ‘((wt0)t)¿‘(wt0) for all t ∈ T ) by Lemma 2.4. Let t ∈ T . If t = t0, then
‘((wt0)t) = ‘(wt0) + 1 by Lemma 2.1(iv) because wt0 ∈ WS0 and t ∈ S0. If t = t0,
then ‘((wt0)t) = ‘(w) = (‘(w) − 1) + 1 = ‘(wt0) + 1 because w ∈ (WS0 ){t0}. Hence
‘((wt0)t)¿‘(wt0) for all t ∈ T , i.e., wt0 ∈ AT . Thus we have T ⊂ S(wt0wT ) by Lemma
2.4.
Next, we show that S(wt0wT )=T . Suppose that there exists s ∈ S(wt0wT ) \T . Then
T ∪ {s}⊂ S(wt0wT ). There exists u ∈ AT∪{s} such that wt0wT = uwT∪{s} by Lemma
2.4. Since t0 and wT are involutions, w = uwT∪{s}wT t0. Here we note that u ∈ AT∪{s}
and wT∪{s}wT t0 ∈ WT∪{s}. Then,
‘(w) = ‘(u(wT∪{s}wT t0))
= ‘(u) + ‘(wT∪{s}wT t0) by 2:2
= ‘(u) + ‘(wT∪{s})− ‘(wT t0) by Lemma 2:3(iii)
= ‘(u) + ‘(wT∪{s})− ‘(wT ) + 1 by Lemma 2:3(iii);
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because wT t0 ∈ WT∪{s}. By the same argument, we have
‘(ws) = ‘(u(wT∪{s}wT t0s))
= ‘(u) + ‘(wT∪{s}wT t0s) by Lemma 2:2
= ‘(u) + ‘(wT∪{s})− ‘(wT t0s) by Lemma 2:3(iii)
= ‘(u) + ‘(wT∪{s})− (‘(wT t0) + 1) by Lemma 2:1(iv)
= ‘(u) + ‘(wT∪{s})− (‘(wT )− 1 + 1) by Lemma 2:3(iii)
= ‘(u) + ‘(wT∪{s})− ‘(wT );
because u ∈ AT∪{s}, wT∪{s}wT t0s ∈ WT∪{s} and wT t0s ∈ WT∪{s}. Hence ‘(ws)¡‘(w),
i.e., s ∈ S(w). Since s ∈ S \ T ⊂ S0 and w ∈ WS0 , we have that s ∈ S0(w). On the
other hand, S0(w) = {t0}, since w ∈ (WS0 ){t0}. This is a contradiction, because s = t0
by the de5nition of s. Hence S(wt0wT ) = T , that is, wt0wT ∈ WT . Therefore, we have
that (WS0 )
{t0}t0wT ⊂WT .
Let (W; S) be a Coxeter system. Let WSf be the set of all cosets of the form
wWT , with w ∈ W and T ∈ Sf. The set WSf is partially ordered by inclusion. A
contractible simplicial complex  is de5ned as the geometric realization of the partially
ordered set WSf [5,3]. If W is in5nite, then  is noncompact. It is known that 
can be cellulated so that the link of each vertex is L [4,9]. In [9], Moussong proved
that a natural metric on  satis5es the CAT(0) condition. Hence, if W is in5nite, 
can be compacti5ed by adding its ideal boundary @ [4, Section 4]. It is known that
H∗(;Z) ∼= H∗(W ;ZW ) ∼= H∗c () ∼= LH
∗−1
(@), where  is a torsion-free subgroup
of 5nite index in W . Here H∗c and LH
∗
denote the compactly supported cohomology
and the LCech reduced cohomology, respectively.
De$nition 2.9. Let  be a torsion-free group. Then  is said to be of type FP if Z
admits a 5nitely generated projective resolution of 5nite length over Z. Also,  is of
type FL if Z admits a 5nitely generated free resolution of 5nite length over Z.
A torsion-free group  of type FP is an n-dimensional duality group, if Hi(;Z)=0
for each i = n. If, in addition, Hn(;Z) is in5nite cyclic, then  is called an n-
dimensional Poincar8e duality group. We note that the trivial group is a zero-dimensional
PoincarMe duality group.
A group G is a virtual Poincar8e duality group if G contains a torsion-free subgroup
 of 5nite index such that  is a PoincarMe duality group.
Remark. It is known that  is of type FL if there exists an acyclic CW complex on
which  acts freely, cellularly and cocompactly (cf. [2]).
The following theorem was proved by Farrell [7].
Theorem 2.10 (Farrell [7, Theorem 3]). Suppose that  is a 4nitely presented group
of type FP; and let n be the smallest integer such that Hn(;Z) = 0. If Hn(;Z)
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is a 4nitely generated abelian group; then  is an n-dimensional Poincar8e duality
group.
It is known that a Coxeter group W always has a torsion-free subgroup  of 5nite
index [3, Corollary 5:2]. Such a torsion-free subgroup  is of type FL. Indeed,  acts
freely, simplicially and cocompactly on the contractible simplicial complex  [3]. Since
H∗(W ;ZW ) ∼= H∗(;Z) ∼= LH∗−1(@), Theorem 2.10 implies the following:




(@) is 5nitely generated for each i if and only if the LCech cohomology of @
is isomorphic to the cohomology of an n-sphere for some n.
3. The number of elements in WT
We use the notation in Section 1 and (W; S) denotes a Coxeter system.
In this section, we determine T ∈Sf such that WT is 5nite and LS\T is not acyclic.
The following lemma plays a key role in the later argument.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that T ∈Sf. If WT is 4nite and not a singleton; then LS\T is
contractible.
Proof. Suppose that WT is 5nite and not a singleton. Then W does not decompose as
the direct product of WS\T and WT by Lemma 2.5. Hence there exist s0 ∈ S \ T and
t0 ∈ T such that m(s0; t0) = 2.
Let S0:=(S \ T ) ∪ {t0}. Since WT is 5nite, (WS0 ){t0} is 5nite by Lemma 2.8. Since
m(s0; t0) = 2, we have that WS0 = WS0\{t0} ×W{t0}. Hence (WS0 ){t0} is not a singleton
by Lemma 2.5. Suppose that this lemma has been proved when T is a singleton. Since
(WS0 )
{t0} is 5nite and not a singleton, LS0\{t0}= LS\T is contractible. Thus, the general
case follows. Hence it suJces to show the lemma in the case T = {t0}. We note that
m(s0; t0) = 2.
First we show the following:
(∗) L= t0 ∗ LS\{t0}:
Let  be a simplex of LS\{t0} and let U be the vertex set of . Then WU is 5nite.
Since W {t0} is 5nite, (WU∪{t0})
{t0}⊂W {t0} is 5nite by Lemma 2.6(iv). Hence WU∪{t0}
is 5nite by Lemma 2.7. Thus the join t0 ∗  is in L. This proves (∗).
Next we show the following:
(∗∗) LS\{t0} = s0 ∗ LS\{s0 ; t0}:
Let s be a vertex of LS\{s0 ;t0} (i.e., s ∈ S \ {s0; t0}). Suppose that {s0; s} does not
span a 1-simplex in LS\{t0}. Then L{t0 ;s0 ;s} = t0 ∗ {s0; s} by (∗) (see Fig. 1). We note
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Fig. 1. L{t0 ; s0 ; s}.
that L{s0 ; s} is a 0-sphere, and LV is contractible for each subset V ⊂{t0; s0; s} which is
not equal to {s0; s}. By Theorem 1.1, we have
Hi({t0 ; s0 ; s};Z{t0 ; s0 ; s}) ∼=
{
Z((W{t0 ; s0 ; s}){t0})⊗ H˜
0
(L{s0 ; s}); i = 1;
0; i = 1;
where {t0 ; s0 ; s} is a torsion-free subgroup of 5nite index in W{t0 ; s0 ; s} and H˜
0
(L{s0 ; s}) ∼=
Z. Since W {t0} is 5nite, (W{t0 ; s0 ; s}){t0} is 5nite by Lemma 2.6(iv). Hence H 1({t0 ; s0 ; s};
Z{t0 ; s0 ; s}) is a free abelian group of 5nite rank. By Theorem 2.10, {t0 ; s0 ; s} is a
one-dimensional PoincarMe duality group, i.e., H 1({t0 ; s0 ; s};Z{t0 ; s0 ; s}) ∼= Z. Hence
(W{t0 ; s0 ; s})
{t0} is a singleton and W{t0 ; s0 ; s} = W{t0} × W{s0 ; s} by Lemma 2.5. On the
other hand, m(s0; t0) = 2 by the de5nitions of s0 and t0. This contradiction implies that
{s0; s} spans a 1-simplex in LS\{t0} for every vertex s of LS\{s0 ; t0}.
Suppose for each (n − 1)-simplex ′ of LS\{s0 ; t0}, the join s0 ∗ ′ is in LS\{t0}. Let
 be an n-simplex of LS\{s0 ; t0} and let U be the vertex set of . We show that s0 ∗ 
is in LS\{t0}.
Suppose that s0 ∗  is not in LS\{t0}. By the inductive hypothesis, s0 ∗ ′ is in
LS\{t0} for every (n− 1)-face ′ of . Hence LU∪{s0} is the boundary @(s0 ∗ ) of the
(n+1)-simplex s0 ∗, and LU∪{t0 ; s0}= t0 ∗ @(s0 ∗) by (∗). Here, we note that LU∪{s0}
is an n-sphere and LV is contractible for each subset V ⊂U ∪ {t0; s0} which is not
equal to U ∪ {s0}. By Theorem 1.1, we have
Hi(U∪{t0 ; s0};ZU∪{t0 ; s0}) ∼=
{
Z((WU∪{t0 ; s0}){t0})⊗ H˜
n
(LU∪{s0}); i = n+ 1;
0; i = n+ 1;
where U∪{t0 ; s0} is a torsion-free subgroup of 5nite index in WU∪{t0 ; s0} and H˜
n
(LU∪{s0})∼= Z. Since W {t0} is 5nite, (WU∪{t0 ; s0}){t0} is 5nite by Lemma 2.6(iv). Hence
Hn+1(U∪{t0 ; s0};ZU∪{t0 ;s0}) is a free abelian group of 5nite rank. By Theorem 2.10,
U∪{t0 ;s0} is an (n+ 1)-dimensional PoincarMe duality group. Thus (WU∪{t0 ;s0})
{t0} is a
singleton and WU∪{t0 ;s0}=W{t0}×WU∪{s0} by Lemma 2.5. On the other hand, m(s0; t0) =
2. This contradiction implies that the (n+ 1)-simplex s0 ∗  is in LS\{t0}.
By induction, we have the conclusion (∗∗). Therefore LS\{t0} is contractible.
De$nition 3.2. A Coxeter system (W; S) is said to be irreducible if, for any nonempty
and proper subset T of S, W does not decompose into the direct product of WT and
WS\T .
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Let (W; S) be a Coxeter system. Then there exists a unique decomposition {S1; : : : ; Sr}
of S such that W is the direct product of the parabolic subgroups WS1 ; : : : ; WSr and each
Coxeter system (WSi ; Si) is irreducible (cf. [1,8, p.30]). Here we enumerate {Si} so that
S1; : : : ; Sq ∈ Sf and Sq+1; : : : ; Sr ∈ Sf. Let T˜ :=
⋃q
i=1 Si and S˜:=S \ T˜ . We say that
WS˜ is the essential parabolic subgroup in W . We note that WT˜ is 5nite and W is the
direct product of WS˜ and WT˜ .
Remark. The essential parabolic subgroup WS˜ has a 5nite index in W . Hence a
torsion-free subgroup  of 5nite index in WS˜ has a 5nite index in W as well, and
H∗(W ;ZW ) ∼= H∗(;Z) ∼= H∗(WS˜ ;ZWS˜).
If W is 5nite, then T˜ = S and S˜ is empty, hence the essential parabolic subgroup is
the trivial subgroup.
Lemma 3.3. Let T be a subset of S. If T˜ \ T is nonempty; then LS\T is contractible.
Proof. Suppose that T˜ \ T is nonempty. By de5nition, W is the direct product of WS˜
and WT˜ . Hence
WS\T =WS˜\T ×WT˜\T
and
LS\T = LS˜\T ∗ LT˜\T :
Since WT˜ is 5nite, WT˜\T is 5nite, i.e., LT˜\T is a simplex. Thus LS\T is contractible.
We obtain the following lemma by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that T ∈Sf and LS\T is not contractible. Then WT is 4nite if
and only if T = T˜ .
Proof. Since W is the direct product of WS\T˜ and WT˜ , W
T˜ is a singleton by Lemma
2.5. Thus WT is 5nite if T = T˜ .
Suppose that WT is 5nite and LS\T is not contractible. Since LS\T is not contractible,
T˜ \ T is empty by Lemma 3.3. Hence T˜ ⊂T . Since WT is 5nite and LS\T is not
contractible, WT is a singleton by Lemma 3.1. Hence W is the direct product of WS\T
and WT by Lemma 2.5. Then
W =WS\T ×WT =WS\T˜ ×WT˜ :
Since WT is 5nite and T˜ ⊂T , we have T = T˜ by the de5nition of T˜ .
4. The cohomology of Coxeter groups
By Lemma 3.4, we can reformulate Theorem 1.1 as follows:
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Theorem 4.1. Let (W; S) be a Coxeter system and  a torsion-free subgroup of 4nite
























where S˜ is the subset of S such that WS˜ is the essential parabolic subgroup in W;




Proof. We note that WT˜ is a singleton by Lemma 2.5. By Theorem 1.1 and Lemma
3:4, we have that












If T˜ ⊂T (i.e., T˜ \ T is nonempty), then LS\T is contractible by Lemma 3.3. Hence,











The parabolic subgroup WS˜ has a 5nite index in W , and WS˜ is the essential parabolic













by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 3:4.
By Theorem 4.1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Let (W; S) be a Coxeter system;  a torsion-free subgroup of 4nite
index in W; S˜ the subset of S such that WS˜ is the essential parabolic subgroup in W;
and T˜ = S \ S˜. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Hi(;Z) is 4nitely generated;
(ii) Hi(;Z) is isomorphic to H˜ i−1(LS˜);
(iii) H˜
i−1
(LS\T ) = 0 for each T˜ $ T ∈Sf.
Example. It is known that, for every 5nite simplicial complex M , there exists a Coxeter
system (W; S) such that L(W; S) is equal to the barycentric subdivision of M [3, Lemma
11:3].
Let (W; S) be a Coxeter system such that L= L(W; S) is the barycentric subdivision
of a triangulation of the projective plane. In [6], Dranishnikov showed that vcdZW =3
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and vcdQW = 2, where vcdRW is the virtual cohomological dimension of W over R.
Now, using Theorem 3:4, we calculate the cohomology of a torsion-free subgroup 
of 5nite index in W .





Z2; i = 2;
0; i = 2:
Since L = LS\∅ is not contractible and W ∅ is a singleton, T˜ is the empty set (i.e.,
W =WS is the essential parabolic subgroup) by Lemma 3.4. For each T ∈ Sf \ {∅},





Z; i = 1;
0; i = 1:















Z2; i = 3;
Z⊕ Z⊕ · · · ; i = 2;
0; otherwise:
By the example above, we see that there exists a Coxeter group W such that
Hi(;Z) is 5nitely generated and Hj(;Z) is in5nitely generated for some i = j.
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